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Yes, your slip is showing. Didn’t you notice it when you looked in the mirror? It’s been 

showing for quite some time and showing more and more every day. You hadn’t noticed it? Are 

you sure? Hasn’t anyone else told you? Your mother, father, brother or sister? Your pastor? 

Pastor? Yes! 

If you are one of those who linger long at the wine or give your strength to that which 

destroyeth kings, this article is directed to you with no apologies. And I also make no apologies 

for authorizing its publication in a magazine for Protestant Reformed Youth. And please do not 

irk me my saying that “we don’t need that sort of stuff.” I know better and so do some of you. I 

despise a hypocritical, self-complacent smugness: a vain show of godliness; a supercilious 

assumption that a head full of doctrine and an intellectual knowledge of the Scriptures is 

sufficient. 

Did you really think that you were the only one who knew that you sometimes found it 

difficult to stay on the sidewalk of some of our narrow alley-streets at two A.M.? And did you 

think that you were the only one who knew the hangouts and dives which abound also in our 

smaller towns of the rural areas? Come, come fellow. You’re fooling no one. Your slip is 

showing! 

You will dare me to quote from the Scripture? You will presume to know enough about 

Reformed doctrine to tell me that you may drink if you please? You will perhaps tell me that 

wine is a symbol of luxury; that the psalmist speaks of wine which maketh glad the heart of man; 

that Jesus turned water into wine; that wine is the symbol of His shed blood; that Paul advises 

Timothy to take wine for his stomach’s sake; that every creature of God is good if it be received 

with thanksgiving? Anymore? Yes, there may be but you feel perhaps that you’ve quoted enough 

to close my mouth and atrophy my pen? 

Guess again, my fine fellow. I have not yet begun to fight and I make it standard practice 

to deliberately refrain from shooting both barrels at once. If you have more to say, or anything to 

say, lets have it and if not, please stop muttering in your beard and complaining to everyone else 

about it. 

First of all, I shall tell you that which you already know and that is that the wages of sin 

is death. So what? This: Those wages of sin are already showing in your face. Your slip is 

showing! Ever stand by and watch a group of fellows “kill a few”? I have, and only a few weeks 

ago at that, and I was exactly at the place where I was called to be and not at a stinking booze 

joint. It was a disgustingly interesting spectacle. And I carefully noted how, as each one at 

regular intervals came from a little back room, that slip started to show more and more with each 

“shot”. First a reddening of the ears, then other portions of the face, a glazed look of the eyes, 

loud talking, boisterous laughter, until gradually they began to do or attempt to do those things, 



which out of a sense of propriety rather than from an operation of common grace, they would not 

reveal in their sober moments. 

No, they weren’t drunk! They were only “happy” and “having a good time”. “Come on, 

come on,” they beg, “take just one shot”. “What’s the matter, will your wife bawl you out? Is it 

against your religion? Aren’t you a man”? And all the time their slip was showing and they 

didn’t see it! The wages of sin is death and they are its willing hired men. 

Wine a symbol of luxury? Yes, indeed! A luxury which I cannot afford. I saw exactly 

nine dollar’s worth go down the “hatch” in a space of two hours and I suppose that even that is 

not an excessive sum to spend for the stuff. 

Wine which maketh glad the heart of man? Yes, but it is certainly a fine line which 

divides the “glad” from “mad”. Let rather thy youth cheer thee. 

Paul advises Timothy to take wine for his stomach’s sake? Please remember though that 

he says a little wine. A doctor diagnoses my particular ailment and leaves a quantity of pills. One 

every four hours. Am I fool enough to say that if a few will help, twice as many will cure me 

twice as fast? And if next week the body becomes ill am I fool enough to reason that they helped 

me therefore they will also help him? 

 Every creature of God is good? I have here before me a bottle of sodium hydroxide. 

Powerful stuff. It’s used to clean drains. It works very well for the purpose for which God 

created it. But I know its danger. In glaring red letters it warns that it is poisonous, must not 

come in contact with the skin, must not be inhaled or fumes allowed to contact the eyes. And am 

I fool enough to reason thus that if only I receive it with thanksgiving I may safely violate those 

warnings and I shall suffer not harm? 

 Have you had enough? Or do you want to slug it out for a few more rounds? How come 

you even started with the stuff? Have you, perhaps, from childhood on seen Pa go to the corner 

store with his bag of beer bottles? Have you seen some of those who should know better go into 

public drinking places of the city? That’s not impossible you know, and I shall perhaps be hated 

for saying it. But listen fellow, you let them go and get their weekly supply of …...  …... We 

won’t say it. That shell is for the “other barrel”. Yes, let them go, but you keep yourself away 

from there and when you are a father don’t let your children see you make a fool of yourself. 

Don’t let them notice that your slip is showing. 

 Shall we let this article close itself without a little “application”? Shall we reserve the 

further medical, practical and Scriptural arguments for such time as we may need them if those 

whose slips are showing have courage enough to lift their pen in protest? Shall we? Very well. 

But, if your slip is showing and you need and want help, a personal request will be treated 

confidentially and I am rather certain that what I know will assist you practically! 
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